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Giant Pencils and Straw Hats:
What’s Next for Business in Peru?
Following a razor-thin voting margin, the Peruvian population elected schoolteacher and
left-wing candidate, Pedro Castillo, to the presidency. Castillo’s election has brought uncertainty
to businesses in Peru due to a palpable fear of radical leftist reforms that would threaten Peru’s
image as a nation welcoming of foreign investment. However, those concerns may be premature
and overblown.
We believe that Castillo is likely to step back from
implementing the sort of radical change promised during
the run-up to the election. Promises made during campaigns
are frequently disregarded when governing, and we believe
a pragmatism is likely to prevail. Castillo has limited
maneuvering room and will focus his attention on fixing
the obvious divide within the country and regenerating
the heavily COVID-19 hit economy. Even if he is pressured
to implement anti-market reforms – possibly as a result of
pressure from stalwarts in his party Peru Libre – gathering the

necessary legislative support to achieve meaningful changes
to the Peruvian economy will be a difficult task for a new,
inexperienced president with a very limited mandate and an
obstructive Congress.
Castillo’s election looks more like Humala in 2011 (or Lula
in 2002) than Chávez in 1998, with the new Peruvian
president likely to maintain a market friendly economy
coupled with an increased focus on programs to attempt to
address social inequality.
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Peruvian Political Context
The 2021 presidential elections in Peru occurred in a
moment of extreme volatility: a nation disproportionately
suffering one of the worst global per capita outbreaks of
COVID-19, corruption scandals ranging from Odebrecht to
vacunagate, a polarizing conservative opposition directly
connected to endemic corruption in Peru and the historical
schism between Lima and the rest of the country, most
notably in terms of social development and economic
opportunity. These and other factors have increased
political uncertainty in recent years, with the country having
had four presidents in just the last five years.
Former president Pedro Pablo Kuczynski (PPK) was elected
in 2016 but resigned in March 2018 due to corruption
and bribery accusations.1 Following his resignation,
Martín Vizcarra, then vice-president, ascended to the
presidency. But in November 2020, the Peruvian Congress
impeached Vizcarra due to corruption allegations. After
the impeachment, Peru’s congressional President, Manuel
Merino, took office and promptly resigned after five days due
to protests. Subsequently, Peru’s Congress elected Francisco
Sagasti as interim president until the recent election of
Castillo on June 6, 2021.2
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The political volatility has been supercharged by animosity
towards Peru’s traditional political class, symbolized by
the revelation in February 2021 that high ranking officials
and their families, including Vizcarra, received the Chinese
Sinopharm vaccine for COVID-19 months before the
vaccination rollout even began in Peru. This scandal, known
as vacunagate, compounded the population’s discontentment
with the traditional political elite in the country.3
The first round of the April 11, 2021 presidential elections in
Peru clearly displayed the Peruvian population’s disapproval
of the acting government and Peru’s political class, more
generally. The elections were highly fragmented with 18
candidates participating in the first round, with a majority
of the field not belonging to any of the traditional political
parties in Peru.4 The combination of corruption scandals,
vacunagate, political volatility and the COVID-19 pandemic
eliminated the possibility of a center candidate reaching
the second-round of the presidential elections, and instead
led to the run-off of two radically polarized candidates;
namely, a run-off between a left-wing candidate from the
Peru Libre political party, Castillo, who received 19.099%
of votes, and right-wing candidate and daughter of former
president Alberto Fujimori, Keiko Fujimori, from the Fuerza
Popular political party, who received 13.368% of votes.5
Neither candidate had widespread support in Peru. Castillo
and Keiko represented markedly divergent platforms on
political, economic and social issues. A divided Peru then
narrowly elected Castillo by a wafer-thin margin of 44,058
votes, receiving just 50.125% of the vote.6
What does a Castillo government mean for business in Peru?

Future Political and Economic Panorama in Peru:
Campaigning isn’t Governing
During his campaign, Castillo announced he would
implement radical leftist reforms if elected, including
changing the current Constitution to authorize the executive
government to regulate the market in order for it to be
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“decentralized, redistributive of wealth and nationalized”,7
since according to Castillo, the Peruvian Constitution
prioritizes private interests over the public interest.8 He
also proposed the renegotiation and revision of all state
contracts, suggesting a new distribution of profits; 20%
in favor of the private sector and 80% in favor of the
government.9 He defended the nationalization of the mining,
oil and gas sectors.10 He also promised that he would stop
the imports of any products that are produced in Peru, such
as rice and potatoes, and at the same time he reinforced his
intention to implement agrarian reform.11
This was good red meat to energize Castillo’s rural base, but
does not reflect his governing agenda. Once in office, Castillo
will likely be faced with the harsh realities of governing a
bruised nation and could take a more moderate stance.
During his first week as president-elect, he stated: “We respect
the economy and we are going to give legal security to all
businessmen.” Also, he assured his audience that he was going
to be “respectful of the current political constitution until the
people decide to vote for a referendum.”12 Above and beyond
mere rhetoric, he has appointed Pedro Francke, a wellknown and respected economist in Peru, as a key economic
advisor. Francke has indicated that the new government will
welcome and promote private investment to develop the
Peruvian economy.13 Francke gathered with business leaders
in Lima immediately after his appointment to explore how
the public and private sectors will work together to address
the monumental economic challenges the country now faces,
particularly the health crisis and accompanying economic
downturn caused by COVID-19.14
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unemployment reached 13.6%.16 It seems that Castillo would
have no choice but to prioritize a plan to bring Peru out of the
pandemic as expeditiously as possible and stimulating much
needed economic growth. This suggests that he would need
to focus during his first weeks in office on obtaining vaccines
and implementing a vaccination strategy to immunize the
Peruvian population, as well as passing proposals that will
encourage employment generation and economic growth.
To gain any momentum, he will need to establish a working
relationship with the business sector, including national and
international businesses involved in the mining, and oil and
gas sectors, which are industries that collectively account for
approximately 61% of Peru’s total exports.17

As of June 28, 2021, Peru had the highest number of
per capita deaths caused by COVID-19 in Latin America.
The country’s GDP contracted by 11%15 in 2020 and
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The Peruvian Congress as a Constraint
The Peruvian Congress is made up of 130 seats and is
heavily fragmented with ten political parties represented.18
Castillo’s party, Peru Libre, currently has 37 seats, and
through alliances with another leftist party, Juntos por el
Perú, has the support of 42 seats.19 This is woefully short of
the majority needed to establish a constitutional assembly
required to amend the constitution, or to pass any of the
adventurous proposals articulated by Castillo during his
election campaign.20 The remaining seats in Congress are
occupied by conservative and right-wing parties, who
support the business sector in the country, and are unlikely
to vote for redistributive reforms that significantly enhance
the power of the state. Therefore, to address the aftermaths
of the COVID-19 pandemic and stimulate the Peruvian
economy, Castillo will have to negotiate with the right-wing
parties in Congress and find a working compromise with the
business sector.
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Recent Peruvian political history has shown that
governments tend to implement center and center-right
policies once in office. For example, in 2011, when Humala
was elected president, he ran on a leftist platform and
was publicly supported by Venezuela’s then president,
Hugo Chavez, which vexed the Peruvian and international
business communities. Commentators and the business
community voiced concerns that Peru was being sucked into
the pink tide and ebbing towards socialism. Nevertheless,
once in office, Humala maintained neoliberal policies and
kept Peru a solidly business-friendly destination.21 He
implemented a fiscal adjustment plan to reduce public
spending, continued to promote free trade policies by
participating in the negotiation and signing of the European
Union Free Trade Agreement with Colombia and Peru,22
and supported Peru’s participation in the Trans-Pacific
Partnership trade agreement.23 Humala’s term in office once
again demonstrates that in Peru candidates tend to run on
more radical platforms to energize the lower socioeconomic
base, but once in office, they seek more moderate policies.

Even if we have misjudged Castillo’s real intentions, or he feels
pressured to implement anti-market measures advanced by
the likes of Vladimir Cerrón, the radical leader of Peru Libre,
the Peruvian Congress may not play along. The Peruvian
Congress has recently shown its willingness to remove
presidents out of step with its wishes. If Castillo fails to
negotiate and receive support from congressional members,
he could face Vizcarra’s fate of being unceremoniously
removed. This is yet another incentive for Castillo to seek
moderate reforms and govern from the center.
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Specific Business Concerns
Castillo’s election has also brought up a series of specific
concerns for foreign investors and international businesses.
Two core issues, the future of Peru’s anti-corruption
agenda and the new government’s potential impact on the
framework for disputes and arbitration, are vital concerns
for international businesses who seek legal protections and
long-term security for their investments.

Peru’s Anti-Corruption Agenda and Ongoing
Investigations
In 2020, Peru ranked 94 in the Corruption Perception
Index,24 with a score of 38, below the average of 43 in the
Americas region. However, Peru marginally improved by
two points compared to 2019, which was attributed to
“investigations of corruption cases and the recent approval
of crucial anti-corruption laws.”25 In recent years, Peru has
undertaken significant steps to implement legislation
in order to reduce corruption in the country’s business
environment, specifically by increasing the accountability
of companies in corruption cases.26 In addition, Peru has
successfully engaged in cross-border cooperation for
investigating and resolving cases, most recently during
the infamous Odebrecht scandal.27 During the Odebrecht
scandal, Peruvian judicial authorities issued arrest warrants
against former presidents, including Alejandro Toledo,
Ollanta Humala, and PPK.28 The fact that judicial authorities
in Peru opened investigations and sought to hold high level
government officials accountable for their actions is an
important signal. But it is unclear what steps Castillo will
take towards – or possibly away from – Peru’s recent anticorruption efforts.
During his campaign, Castillo stated that his administration
“will fight all types of corruption.”29 During presidential
debates, he vilified his rival, Keiko Fujimori, for the
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corruption accusations against her and was visibly buoyed
by the Peruvian prosecutor’s office charging her in March
2021 with money laundering.30 Keiko has already served a
one year preventive sentence for corruption allegations, and
if convicted, could serve up to 31 years in prison.31
Another high-profile corruption case involves the leader
of Peru Libre, Vladimir Cerrón, who has been at the center
of a number of corruption scandals in Peru. Cerrón was
barred from participating in the 2021 presidential elections
as a candidate because of a corruption conviction. Yet, in
June 2021, a court controversially overturned this ruling,
which has generated more attention around Cerrón’s
alleged involvement in illicit affairs.32 As of June 2021,
the prosecutor’s office in Peru has 20 investigations open
against Cerrón, all related to corruption allegations.33
To-date, as president-elect, Castillo has not spoken
about his new government’s views around corruption, or
about Keiko’s or Cerrón’s legal cases. These matters are
incredibly delicate for a new president. The freedom he
gives prosecutors to bring cases based on the merits against
his political rival and his political ally will go a long way in
signaling Castillo’s approach to corruption cases. It is very
likely that any indication of political interference resulting
in disparate treatment between these two cases could be
damaging to Castillo’s reputation and his commitment to the
equal application of the rule of law. These two matters would
serve as an early litmus test for the Castillo government.

Impact on Disputes and Arbitration in Peru
For international investors, one of the unsettling issues
during Castillo’s presidential campaign was his commentary
on certain international agreements, including dispute
resolution instruments. Castillo’s campaign plan stated that
Peru “loses more than 90% of the arbitrations in the State
Contracting Supervisory Body (OSCE) to the clear benefit of
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the private businessmen,” alleging that these poor results
for the Peruvian government were caused by corruption
in the system and specifically by corrupt arbitrators.34
This viewpoint was reinforced by arbitral cases involving
Odebrecht in Peru, which involved accusations of corruption
against arbitrators that ruled in favor of the Brazilian company
involving amounts in controversy of approximately USD 281
million.35 Similarly, Castillo delved into conspiratorial Marxist
rhetoric by suggesting there were numerous mechanisms of
“commercial legal control”36 over Peruvian sovereignty such
as the International Center for Settlement of Investment
Disputes (ICSID), the UN International Court of the Hague, and
the UN Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL).
As a result, he proposed the creation of the Dispute
Resolution Center of the Union of South American Nations
(UNASUR) as a seat for arbitration. Castillo’s campaign
proposal aims to find a forum for international arbitration
outside of those mentioned above in order to avoid the
“control” of the United States and of other world powers, and
instead use the current dispute resolution center of UNASUR
as an arbitration center. We believe this is unlikely to gain any
serious traction.
The Peruvian Comptroller General’s Office prepared a report
analyzing all the cases in which the country participated in
international arbitration.37 It concluded that Peru loses 70%
of the cases, which is not an alarming figure in comparative
regional experience and concluded that “arbitration is an
adequate system. The problem is not in the arbitrator but
in the state player.” The report’s results were studied by
Alfredo Bullard who concluded that, in reality, Peru often
loses arbitration matters because Peruvian representatives
defending the country in complicated matters were subject
to poor contract management by public entities, lack of
training for officials, inferior experts, logistical errors, and
poor methodology for selection processes.38 He stated:
“Many times we lose because the State arrives at the
arbitration in a very bad position. In addition, the State’s
defense capacity is weak.”39
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These considerations are important because it is precisely
these potential failures and missteps by the Peruvian state
that foreign companies and investors choose international
arbitration over national courts as a dispute resolution
mechanism in the first place. It is the confidence in
these international dispute resolution mechanisms that
creates one of the conditions that allows investments and
international projects to flow into Peru.
International arbitration has been a great alternative for
investors in Latin American countries, including Peru, and
will continue to be so, particularly within the new political
panorama.40
Peru is currently a party to the international conventions
of New York and Panama, by which it is bound to support
international arbitration and to enforce arbitral awards. To
be able to withdraw from those, or any other international
conventions, Castillo would need Congressional approval,
since the constitutional text explicitly states that it is required
for the denunciation of international treaties, and as stated
already, the Congress will be tilted in favor of conservative
powers. Unless additional factors emerge, we believe that
Castillo will likely complain about any individual losses
in arbitrations, but will be unwilling or unable to alter the
dispute resolution procedures for foreign investment in Peru.
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Conclusion
We believe that commentators fearing a “Venezuelan
scenario” in Peru are misreading the situation. The greater
immediate concern for Peru is not the implementation of
anti-market reforms, but the obstinacy from the right and the
Keiko camp in accepting the election result.
Keiko has taken a page from Trump’s playbook41 and lodged
legal action to annul votes in rural regions where Castillo
won by a strong margin.42 Keiko’s current unwillingness to
accept the results has created uncertainty in much of Peru,
including protests led by Keiko and Castillo supporters.43
The legal jeopardy she faces makes it almost certain that
she will continue to wage a campaign seeking to overturn
the election. The rule of law and electoral independence of
Peru could be tested by powerful vested interests. A scenario
where Keiko successfully overturns the popular vote would be
harmful for Peru and create wide-ranging instability, as well
as triggering protests from the majority of the population that
elected Castillo.
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In the same way we predicted the Castillo win, we think the
most likely scenario for Peru in the upcoming weeks will
consist of Keiko not being able to overturn the vote in her
favor. However, even if Keiko is unable to overturn the vote,
the governability of Castillo depends on Fujimoristas not
only accepting the result, but also providing a reasonable
opposition. The political volatility in Peru over the last five
years has been partly caused by Keiko, who widely opposed
PPK until he resigned from office.44 With Castillo’s triumph
and the current polarization in Peru, if Fujimorismo does not
lead the opposition from a rational stance, it will become
increasingly difficult for Castillo to govern and hinder efforts
to lead Peru out of one of the darkest periods in its history.
The views expressed herein are those of the author(s) and not
necessarily the views of FTI Consulting, Inc., its management, its
subsidiaries, its affiliates, or its other professionals. FTI Consulting,
Inc., including its subsidiaries and affiliates, is a consulting firm and
is not a certified public accounting firm or a law firm.
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